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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a steering col-
umn.
[0002] Specifically, the present invention relates to a
steering column particularly but not exclusively adapted
to be used on farming machines, earth-moving ma-
chines, lift trucks and the like and of the type comprising
a steering tube presenting a lower end anchorable to a
support, a shaft rotationally mounted inside the steering
tube; a steering wheel angularly coupled to an upper end
of the shaft; and an control device of the position of the
steering wheel with respect to the lower end of the steer-
ing tube; the steering tube comprising a fixed lower por-
tion of adjustable length and presenting a first axis and
an upper portion presenting a second axis and coupled
to the lower portion to rotate with respect to the lower
portion about a third axis transverse to the first and to
the second axis.
Document US 2005/145056 A1 discloses the preamble
of claim 1.
[0003] It is the object of the present invention to provide
a steering column, in which the control device is simple
and cost-effective to manufacture and easy to implement.
[0004] According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a steering column comprising a steering tube pre-
senting a lower end anchorable to a support, a shaft ro-
tationally mounted inside the steering tube; a steering
wheel angularly coupled to an upper end of the shaft;
and a control device for modifying the attitude of the steer-
ing wheel and to lock the steering wheel in an established
position with respect to the lower end of the steering tube;
the steering tube comprising two portions, the first of
which, arranged at the lower part thereof, is fixed, of ad-
justable length and presents a first axis and the second,
arranged at the upper part thereof, presents a second
axis and is coupled to the first portion to rotate with re-
spect to the first portion about a third axis transverse to
the first and to the second axis; the control device com-
prising a control mechanism for adjusting the angular po-
sition of the steering wheel with respect to the first portion
about the third axis, the control mechanism comprising
a sector integral with one of the two portions and provided
with a plurality of holes obtained through the sector par-
allel to the third axis; a pin element integral with the other
of the two portions, parallel to the third axis and movable,
in a parallel direction to the third axis, from and to a po-
sition of selective engagement of one of said holes and
of locking the angular position of the steering wheel about
the third axis; and a control member of said pin element;
the steering column characterized in that the control de-
vice comprises further control mechanism for adjusting
the height of the steering wheel with respect to the sup-
port; said control member is provided in common with
said control mechanisms and adapted to be used for reg-
ulating the axial and/or the angular position of the steering
wheel.
[0005] Preferably, the sector is mounted on the first

portion and the control member is mounted on the second
portion.
[0006] Preferably, the control member is a manually
actuated lever and is mounted on the second portion to
rotate, with respect to the second portion itself, about a
fourth axis transverse to the second and the third axis.
[0007] According to a preferred embodiment, the sec-
ond pin element is movable from the engaging position
against elastic biasing means and presents transverse
resting pins of the elastic biasing means of the pin ele-
ment itself towards the engaging position; and the lever
is a rocker lever, one arm of which is defined by a fork
adapted to engage the transverse pins to displace the
pin element against the bias of the elastic means towards
a disengaging position of the sector.
[0008] The invention will now be described with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings which illustrate a
non-limitative embodiment thereof, in which:

figure 1 is a front elevation view of a preferred em-
bodiment of the steering column of the present in-
vention;

figure 2 is a side elevation view of the steering col-
umn in figure 1;

figures 3 and 4 show an enlarged scale detail of the
steering column in figure 1 arranged in correspond-
ing, different operative configurations;

and figure 5 shows the steering column in figure 2
arranged in a different operative configuration.

[0009] In figures 1 and 2, numeral 1 indicates as a
whole a steering column for a vehicle (not shown), pref-
erably, but not exclusively, a lift truck.
[0010] The steering column 1 comprises a steering
tube 2 anchored at its lower part to a chassis (not shown)
of the vehicle by means of a support plate 3 and accom-
modating a control shaft 4, which is provided, at one end
thereof, with a steering wheel 5 and is free to rotate inside
the steering tube 2 to transmit the rotations impressed
by an operator on the steering wheel 5 itself to a steering
mechanism (not shown) of the vehicle.
[0011] The steering tube 2 comprises a lower telescop-
ic portion 6, which presents an essentially vertical fixed
axis 7, accommodates a corresponding lower portion 8,
also telescopic, of the shaft 4 and comprises, in turn, two
tubular bodies 9 and 10. The tubular body 9 is partially
arranged inside the tubular body 10 and is integral with
the support plate 3, and the tubular body 10 is telescop-
ically coupled to the tubular body 9 to slide along the axis
7 with respect to the tubular body 9 itself.
[0012] Furthermore, the tubular body 10 presents a
longitudinal slot 11, which is engaged in an axially sliding
manner, by a projection 12 integral with the tubular body
9 and defines, with the projection 12 itself, an axial end
stroke device 6a along the axis 7 and an angular lock to
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prevent the tubular body 10 from rotating, with respect
to the tubular body 9, about the axis 7.
[0013] In addition to the lower telescopic portion 6, the
steering tube 2 comprises an upper tubular portion 13,
which presents a longitudinal axis 14 and accommodates
a corresponding upper portion 15 of the shaft 4, which is
coupled at its lower part to the lower portion 8 of the shaft
4 by means of a Cardan joint 16 of known type and carries
the steering wheel 5 fitted at the upper end thereof.
[0014] The upper portion 13 is connected to the lower
portion 6 of the steering tube 2 by means of a hinged
element A, which allows the upper portion 13 to rotate,
with respect to the lower portion 6, about a fixed axis 17
perpendicular to the axis 7 and passing through the cen-
tre of the cross of the Cardan joint 16.
[0015] Specifically, as shown in figures 1 and 2, the
hinged element A comprises a U-shaped bracket 18 com-
prising a central plate fixed onto the tubular body 10 and
two end plates extending from the central plate towards
the steering wheel 5 and hinged, by means of corre-
sponding pins coaxial to the axis 17, to corresponding
end plates of a further U-shaped bracket 19 fixed, by
means of a corresponding central plate, onto the upper
portion 6 and presenting a concavity opposite to that of
the bracket 18.
[0016] Therefore, the presence of the lower telescopic
portion 6 and the presence of the hinged element A be-
tween the lower portion 6 and the upper portion 13 and
of the Cardan joint 16 between the lower portion 8 and
the upper portion 15 of the shaft 4 confer to the steering
wheel 5 two further degrees of freedom, i.e. allow the
steering wheel 5 to be raised or lowered with respect to
the support plate 3, i.e. to the chassis, following the var-
iation of the length of the lower portion 6 and to rotate
about the axis 17 following the variation of the inclination
of the upper portion 13 with respect to the lower portion 6.
[0017] In order to allow to modify the attitude of the
steering wheel 5 and to lock the steering wheel 5 in an
established position, the steering column 1 comprises an
control device 20 which comprises, in turn, a control de-
vice 21 of the length of the lower portion 6 of the steering
tube 2, i.e. of the height of the steering wheel 5 with re-
spect to the support plate 3, and a control device 22 of
the angular position of the steering wheel 5 about the
axis 17.
[0018] The control devices 21 and 22 have a single
control member in common, constituted, in the example
shown, by a rocker lever 23, the manual operation of
which allows to sequentially adjust, in the manner which
will be explained below, the axial and angular position of
the steering wheel 5.
[0019] As shown in figures 1, 3 and 4, the rocker lever
23 is hinged onto a bracket 24 integral with an end plate
25 of the bracket 19 to oscillate about an axis 26 trans-
verse to the axis 17 and comprises a first L-shaped arm,
which extends from the axis 26 upwards and towards the
steering wheel 5, presents an axis 27 perpendicular to
the axis 26 and carries an actuating handle 28 integrally

connected to the free end, and a second arm, which ex-
tends from axis 26 downwards and is defined by a fork
29 arranged, in a rest position of the lever 23 (figure 1),
against the plate 25 of the bracket 19.
[0020] As shown in figure 1 and, in greater detail, in
the enlarged detail in figure 1 itself, the control device 22
comprises a hollow cylindrical body 30 integral with the
bracket 24, protruding from the bracket 24 itself outwards
along an axis 31 parallel to the axis 17 and accommo-
dating in an axially sliding manner a shaft 32 coaxial to
the axis 31 and provided, at one end thereof facing the
steering tube 2, with a pin 33 coaxial to the axis 31 and
presenting a frustum-conical tip.
[0021] Furthermore, at a central portion thereof the
shaft 32 carries connected two pins 34 protruding from
the shaft 32 perpendicularly to the axis 31 and engaging
in an axially sliding manner in corresponding slots 35
obtained through the side wall of the hollow body 30 to
define, with pins 34, an axial end stroke device of the
shaft 32 along the axis 31 and an angular lock of the shaft
32 itself about the axis 31.
[0022] The pins 34 are adapted, in use, as will be better
explained below, to be engaged by the fork 29 to displace,
under the bias of the fork 29 itself, the shaft 32 from a
rear position (figure 1), corresponding to the rest position
of the lever 23 and to a locking position of the control
device 22, to an advanced position (figure 4) correspond-
ing to an operative position of the lever 23 and to an
adjustment position of the control device 22.
[0023] As shown in the enlarged details in figures 1
and 2, when the shaft 32 is in its rear position, the pin 33
extends from the shaft 32 itself towards the steering tube
2 through a hole obtained in the plate 25 in a coaxial
position to the axis 31 and engages, with its frustum con-
ical tip, a hole of a plurality of through holes 36 obtained
through a plate 37 of the bracket 18 arranged facing the
plate 25. The holes 36 are uniformly distributed along an
arc of a circle coaxial to the axis 17 and with a predeter-
mined distribution angle, preferably of 5 deg.
[0024] Therefore, when the pin 33 engages one of the
holes 36, the bracket 18 and the bracket 19 become re-
ciprocally integral and, consequently, the upper portion
13 is locked with respect to the lower portion 6 about the
axis 17.
[0025] The rear position of the shaft 32 is thus a locking
position of the control device 22.
[0026] The control device 22 further comprises a hel-
ical spring 38 compressed between the pins 34 and a
ring nut 39 mounted at the end of the hollow body 30 to
stably maintain the pin 33 in an engagement position into
one of the holes 36 when the shaft 32 is arranged in the
rear position and the control device 22 is in the locking
position.
[0027] The control device 22 finally comprises a guide
and angular end stroke device 40 of the upper portion 13
defined by a curved slot obtained on the plate 37 and
engaged in a sliding manner by a pin integral to the plate
25 and parallel to the axis 17.
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[0028] The control device 21 comprises a gas spring
41 (of known type) interposed between the tubular body
9 and the tubular body 10 of the lower telescopic portion
6 and adapted to be activated by the lever 23 by means
of a tie-rod 42 connected, at a lower end, to a control
lever 43 of an operation valve (not shown) of the gas
spring 41 and, at the opposite end, locked on the first
arm of the rocker lever 23 by means of a dowel.
[0029] The tie-rod 42 slides inside a sheath, the ends
of which are fixed on one side to a support of the gas
spring 41 and, on the other side, to the bracket 24.
[0030] As shown in figure 1, in a closing position of the
operation valve (not shown) of the gas spring 41, the
control lever 43 of the valve is arranged downwards and
the tie-rod 42 is pulled between the control lever 43 and
the first arm of the lever 23 so as to maintain the lever
23 in the rest position, i.e. with the fork 29 pushed against
the plate 25. In this position, the angle formed between
the axis 27 and the axis 14 is preferably of approximately
16 deg.
[0031] The operation of the control device 20 will be
described below from the configuration shown in figure
1, in which the lower portion 6 is in the minimum extension
configuration, the upper portion 13 is essentially vertical,
i.e. the axis 14 is coaxial to the axis 7, the lever 23 is in
the rest position and the pin 33 engages a central hole
of the plurality of holes 36.
[0032] If, from this position, the operator desires to
modify the attitude of the steering wheel 5 as far as both
the height and the inclination of the steering wheel 5 itself
are concerned, the control device 20 allows to make both
adjustments by acting on the control device 21 and, sub-
sequently, on the control device 22 by operating the rock-
er lever 23 in two sequential steps.
[0033] In a first step, which is a step of adjusting the
height of the steering wheel 5 by means of the control
device 21, the operator pulls the handle 28 towards him
or herself, imparting to the lever 23 a rotation (counter-
clockwise in figure 1) about the axis 26 to take the fork
29 into abutment against the pins 34 (figure 3). The ro-
tation of the lever 23 about the axis 26 is preferably of
approximately 11 deg.
[0034] When rotating about the axis 26, the first arm
of the lever 23 displaces the tie-rod 42 towards the steer-
ing tube 2 determining the raising of the control lever 43
and the consequent opening of the operation valve of the
gas spring 41. At this point, it is sufficient, for the operator,
to impart a slight upward pull (or a downward push in the
case the starting configuration is of extension of the lower
portion 6) to the steering wheel 5 to vary the length of
the lower telescopic portion 6 and consequently modify
the height of the steering wheel 5 (figure 5).
[0035] In a second step, which is a step of adjusting
the inclination of the steering wheel 5, the operator con-
tinues to pull the handle 28 toward him or herself, in the
same direction, making the lever 23 further rotate about
the axis 26 in the same direction of rotation. The rotation
of the lever 23 about the axis 26 is preferably of approx-

imately 11 deg.
[0036] Following the latter rotation, the fork 29 displac-
es the pins 34 along the slots 35, against the bias of the
spring 38, making the shaft 32 consequently slide inside
the hollow body 30 and determining, as a consequence,
the progressive extraction of the pin 33 from the hole 36
in which it is engaged. When the pins 34 reach the end
stroke, the end of the shaft 32 opposite to the pin 33
axially protrudes form the ring nut 39 and the pin 33 is
completely outside the previously occupied hole 36 (fig-
ure 4).
[0037] In this position, the bracket 19 is released from
the bracket 18 and is free to rotate, along with the upper
portion 13, about the axis 17 by effect of a transversal
push imparted by the operator to the steering wheel 5.
[0038] After having reached the required inclination of
the steering wheel 5, the operator releases the lever 23
determining the return, under the bias of the spring 38,
of the pins 34 and, thus, of the shaft 32 towards the steer-
ing tube 2 with consequent insertion of the pin 33 in one
of the holes 36 angularly displaced with respect to the
previously engaged hole 36 (figure 5).
[0039] If in the moment in which the lever 23 is released
and the shaft 32 moves back, the pin 33 is not aligned
with one of the holes 36, the pin 33 stops against the
plate 25 in an intermediate position between one hole 36
and the other and it is sufficient, for the operator, to impart
a slight oscillation about the axis 17 to the steering wheel
5 to determine the insertion of the pin 33 in one of the
holes 36.
[0040] The release of the lever 23 implies, at the same
time, also the return of the tie-rod 42 into the starting
position with concurrent lowering of the control lever 43,
closing of the operation valve of the gas spring 41 and
consequent locking of the tubular body 10 with respect
to the tubular body 9 along the axis 7.
[0041] In case the operator desires to adjust only the
height and not the inclination of the steering wheel 5, the
second step is not carried out and the lever 23 is released
at the end of the first step.
[0042] However, despite the actuation of the control
device 22 being sequential, the operator may also adjust
the inclination of the steering wheel 5 only, without mod-
ifying the height attitude of the steering wheel 5 itself.
Indeed, although the oscillation of the lever 23 for deter-
mining the extraction of the pin 33 from the holes 36 also
implies pulling the tie-rod 42 and the consequent activa-
tion of the gas spring 41, the latter is calibrated so that
the rotation of the upper portion 13 about the axis 17
alone is not sufficient to modify the length of the lower
portion 6 if, at the same time, no raising or lowering push
is voluntarily imparted to the steering wheel 5.

Claims

1. A steering column comprising a steering tube (2) pre-
senting a lower end anchorable to a support (3), a
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shaft (4) rotationally mounted inside the steering
tube (2); a steering wheel (5) angularly coupled to
an upper end of the shaft (4); and a control device
(20) for modifying the attitude of the steering wheel
(5) and to lock the steering wheel (5) in an estab-
lished position with respect to the lower end of the
steering tube (2); the steering tube (2) comprising
two portions, the first (6) of which, arranged at the
lower part thereof, is fixed, of adjustable length and
presents a first axis (7) and the second (13), ar-
ranged at the upper part thereof, presents a second
axis (14) and is coupled to the first portion (6) to
rotate with respect to the first portion (6) about a third
axis (17) transverse to the first and to the second
axis (7, 14); the control device (20) comprising a con-
trol mechanism. (22) for adjusting the angular posi-
tion of the steering wheel (5) with respect to the first
portion (6) about the third axis (17), the control mech-
anism (22) comprising a sector (37) integral with one
of the two portions (6, 13) and provided with a plu-
rality of holes (36) obtained through the sector (37)
parallel to the third axis (17); a pin element (32) in-
tegral with the other of the two portions (6, 13), par-
allel to the third axis (17) and movable, in a parallel
direction to the third axis (17), from and to a position
of selective engagement of one of said holes (36)
and of locking the angular position of the steering
wheel (5) about the third axis (17); and a control
member (23) of said pin element (32); the steering
column (1) characterized in that the control device
(20) comprises further control mechanism (21) for
adjusting the height of the steering wheel (5) with
respect to the support (3); said control member (23)
is provided in common with said control mechanisms
(21,22) and adapted to be used for regulating the
axial and/or the angular position of the steering
wheel (5).

2. A steering column according to claim 1, wherein the
sector (37) is mounted on the first portion (6) and the
control member (23) is mounted on the second por-
tion (13).

3. A steering column according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the control member (23) is a manually operable lever
(23).

4. A steering column according to claim 3, wherein the
lever (23) is mounted on the second portion (13) to
rotate, with respect to the second portion (13) itself,
about a fourth axis (26).

5. A steering column according to claim 4, wherein the
fourth axis (26) is transverse to the second (14) and
to the third axis (17).

6. A steering column according to one of the preceding
claims, wherein the pin element (32) is movable from

the engagement position against elastic biasing
means (38).

7. A steering column according to claim 6, wherein the
pin element (32) presents transverse resting pins
(34) of the elastic biasing means (38) of the pin ele-
ment (32) towards the engaging position.

Patentansprüche

1. Lenksäule, mit einem Lenkrohr (2), das ein unteres
Ende aufweist, das an einem Träger (3) verankerbar
ist, einer Welle (4), die drehbar innerhalb des Lenk-
rohres (2) montiert ist; ein Lenkrad (5), das winkelig
mit einem oberen Ende der Welle (4) gekoppelt ist;
und eine Steuervorrichtung (20) zum Ändern der Hö-
he des Lenkrades (5) und zum Verriegeln des Lenk-
rades (5) in einer eingerichteten Position in Bezug
auf das untere Ende des Lenkrohres (2); wobei das
Lenkrohr (2) zwei Abschnitte umfasst, wobei der er-
ste (6) davon, der an dem unteren Teil desselben
angeordnet ist, fixiert ist, eine einstellbare Länge be-
sitzt und eine erste Achse (7) aufweist, und der zwei-
te (13), der an dem oberen Teil desselben angeord-
net ist, eine zweite Achse (14) aufweist und mit dem
ersten Abschnitt (6) gekoppelt ist, um sich in Bezug
auf den ersten Abschnitt (6) um eine dritte Achse
(17), die quer zu der ersten und zweiten Achse (7,
14) liegt, zu drehen; wobei die Steuervorrichtung
(20) einen Steuermechanismus (22) zum Einstellen
der Winkelposition des Lenkrades (5) in Bezug auf
den ersten Abschnitt (6) um die dritte Achse (17)
umfasst, wobei der Steuermechanismus (22) ein Bo-
genstück (37), das einteilig mit einem der beiden Ab-
schnitte (6, 13) ist und mit einer Mehrzahl von Lö-
chern (36) versehen ist, die durch das Bogenstück
(37) parallel zu der dritten Achse (17) vorgesehen
sind; ein Stiftelement (32), das einteilig mit dem an-
deren der beiden Abschnitte (6, 13) ist, parallel zu
der dritten Achse (17) liegt und in paralleler Richtung
zu der dritten Achse (17) von und zu einer Position
eines selektiven Eingriffs von einem der Löcher (36)
und einer Verriegelung der Winkelposition des Lenk-
rades (5) um die dritte Achse (17) bewegbar ist; und
ein Steuerelement (23) des Stiftelementes (32) um-
fasst; wobei die Lenksäule (1) dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet ist, dass die Steuervorrichtung (20) einen
weiteren Steuermechanismus (21) zum Einstellen
der Höhe des Lenkrades (5) in Bezug auf den Träger
(3) umfasst; wobei das Steuerelement (23) gemein-
sam mit den Steuermechanismen (21, 22) vorgese-
hen und derart angepasst ist, dass es zur Regulie-
rung der axialen und/oder der Winkelposition des
Lenkrades (5) verwendet werden kann.

2. Lenksäule nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Bogenstück (37) an dem ersten Abschnitt
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(6) montiert ist und das Steuerelement (23) an dem
zweiten Abschnitt (13) montiert ist.

3. Lenksäule nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2,
wobei das Steuerelement (23) ein manuell betätig-
barer Hebel (23) ist.

4. Lenksäule nach Anspruch 3,
wobei der Hebel (23) an dem zweiten Abschnitt (13)
montiert ist, um sich in Bezug auf den zweiten Ab-
schnitt (13) selbst um eine vierte Achse (26) zu dre-
hen.

5. Lenksäule nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die vierte Achse (26) quer zu der zweiten (14)
und zu der dritten Achse (17) ist.

6. Lenksäule nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das Stiftelement (32) von der Eingriffs-
position gegen ein elastisches Vorspannmittel (38)
bewegbar ist.

7. Lenksäule nach Anspruch 6,
wobei das Stiftelement (32) querliegende Stifte (34)
des elastischen Vorspannmittels (38) des Stiftele-
ments (32) in Richtung der Eingriffsposition aufweist.

Revendications

1. Colonne de direction comprenant un tube de direc-
tion (2) présentant une extrémité inférieure pouvant
être ancrée sur un support (3), un arbre (4) monté
avec faculté de rotation à l’intérieur du tube de di-
rection (2) ; une roue de direction (5) couplée angu-
lairement à une extrémité supérieure de l’arbre (4) ;
et un dispositif de commande (20) permettant de mo-
difier l’altitude de la roue de direction (5) et de bloquer
la roue de direction (5) dans une position établie par
rapport à l’extrémité inférieure du tube de direction
(2) ; le tube de direction (2) comprenant deux por-
tions, dont la première (6), agencée au niveau de la
partie inférieure de celui-ci, est fixe, de longueur
ajustable et présente un premier axe (7), et la se-
conde (13), agencée au niveau de la partie supé-
rieure de celui-ci, présente un deuxième axe (14) et
est couplée à la première portion (6) pour tourner
par rapport à la première portion (6) autour d’un troi-
sième axe (17) transversal au premier et au deuxiè-
me axe (7, 14) ; le dispositif de commande (20) com-
prenant un mécanisme de commande (22) permet-
tant d’ajuster la position angulaire de la roue de di-
rection (5) par rapport à la première portion (6) autour
du troisième axe (17), le mécanisme de commande
(22) comprenant un secteur (37) solidaire de l’une
des deux portions (6, 13) et pourvu d’une pluralité
de trous (36) obtenus à travers le secteur (37) pa-
rallèle au troisième axe (17) ; un élément de broche

(32) solidaire de l’autre des deux portions (6, 13),
parallèle au troisième axe (17) et mobile, dans une
direction parallèle au troisième axe (17), depuis et
vers une position d’engagement sélectif de l’un des-
dits trous (36) et de verrouillage de la position angu-
laire de la roue de direction (5) autour du troisième
axe (17) ; et un organe de commande (23) dudit élé-
ment de broche (32) ; la colonne de direction (1)
étant caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de com-
mande (20) comprend en outre un mécanisme de
commande (21) permettant d’ajuster la hauteur de
la roue de direction (5) par rapport au support (3) ;
ledit organe de commande (23) est prévu en com-
mun avec lesdits mécanismes de commande (21,
22) et adapté pour être utilisé pour réguler la position
axiale et/ou angulaire de la roue de direction (5).

2. Colonne de direction selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle le secteur (37) est monté sur la première
portion (6) et l’organe de commande (23) est monté
sur la seconde portion (13).

3. Colonne de direction selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans laquelle l’organe de commande (23) est un le-
vier actionnable manuellement (23).

4. Colonne de direction selon la revendication 3, dans
laquelle le levier (23) est monté sur la seconde por-
tion (13) pour tourner, par rapport à la seconde por-
tion (13) de celui-ci, autour d’un quatrième axe (26) .

5. Colonne de direction selon la revendication 4, dans
laquelle le quatrième axe (26) est transversal au
deuxième axe (14) et au troisième axe (17).

6. Colonne de direction selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications précédentes, dans laquelle l’élément
de broche (32) est mobile depuis la position d’enga-
gement contre un moyen de sollicitation élastique
(38).

7. Colonne de direction selon la revendication 6, dans
laquelle l’élément de broche (32) présente des bro-
ches de soutien transversales (34) du moyen de sol-
licitation élastique (38) de l’élément de broche (32)
vers la position d’engagement.
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